are records of the years. The term varve, in non-geological Swedish, means a cycle in the sense of an operation completed with return to an initial state. The varved clays of the Baltic are laminated deposits, in which each full layer, or varve, starts with a somewhat sandy basal portion and merges upwards into pure clay (the dark material of the photograph), which in turn is followed abruptly by the sandy base of the next succeeding varve. The Baltic varved deposits were formed in a sheet of water, more extensive than the present Baltic sea, and either fresh or at most only very slightly brackish. Into this great body of standing water the Scandinavian ice-sheet for long projected with cliff margins during a retreat determined by frontal and other melting accompanied by ice berg calving. Almost any observer would be prepared to admit that individual varves record rhythmic repetitions of some melt plus non-melt episode, which affected the neighbouring ice-sheet. He would also recognise an inherent probability that in each episode the melt portion, registered in the more sandy material, covered a whole summer, and the non-melt portion a whole winterbecause, where flood wraters are provided by melting of large expanses of snow and ice, rather than by rainfall, they tend to adopt seasonal duration. As President of the Stockholm meeting of the International Geological Congress in 1910, De Geer presented his case in an address and also less formally during a wonder ful afternoon excursion. His argument was as follows :
Associated with the varves of the Stockholm district, two other sets of glacial phenomena independently seem to record successive seasons. The first is a series of boulder ridges, obviously frontal moraines. One naturally interprets them as marking winter readvance positions of the ice front, which, owing to preponderant summer melting, was on the whole retreating. The second is a series of great mounds of sand and gravel, strung like giant beads in a chain at right angles to the moraines, and constituting an ose according to Swedish terminology. Here the inference seems justified that each mound represents the gradually retreating mouth-position of a persistently renewed summer sub glacial river, discharging into the deep still waters of the Baltic. De Geer assured us that the moraines, gravel mounds and varves were all convincingly related. Thus usually only one gravel mound is situated between each successive pair of moraines, as might be expected as there is only one summer between any two succeeding winters. Also, if an observer passes northwards across the moraines (keeping away from complications near the gravel mounds, which make observa tion difficult), he finds that the bottom varve of the local varve succession is always lost each time he crosses a morainic ridge.
This last claim obviously involves identification of individual varves. De Geer found on graphing his records of thicknesses for successions of varves exposed in neighbouring brick pits that he obtained curves of considerable character, with diagnostic groupings of maxima and minima. These curves he interpreted as in large measure a record of climatic vicissitudes. It was clear, at any rate, that they allowed of identification of certain well-characterized varves from pit to pit. Thus, if south of a particular moraine de Geer had established that the fifth varve from the bottom was of abnormal thickness, he always found that immediately north of the same moraine it was the fourth varve from the bottom that showed this abnormal character.
De Geer's interest in varves dated from 1878, when as a student at Uppsala University he entered without guidance upon Quaternary geology. During his first field work in the Stockholm region he was impressed by the marked cyclical banding of the local varved clay; and, noting the obvious similarity of this structure to the annual rings of trees, he jumped to the conclusion that it too might be a record of yearly growth. He gave expression to this idea in 1882; but made little progress till, in 1884, he measured and graphed three neighbour ing sections, showing some sixteen varves apiece, exposed during the deepening of a Stockholm canal. As might have been expected, corresponding variations of varve thicknesses could easily be matched from section to section. It was from this beginning that de Geer realized the possibility of building up a glacial time scale ( enkronologifor istidens). He communicated his idea to the Geological Society of Stockholm; but for the next twenty years he let the matter rest more or less at that. He thought in fact that the elucidation of the time scale, if attempted, would require at least a couple of generations.
During this interlude, however, he recognized in 1889 small frontal moraines, which abound near Stockholm at intervals of 200 to 300 m. In describing them he suggested that they might mark successive winter readvances; and pointed out that this would be proved if it could be shown that each served as northern limit to a varve. He also in 1897, the year of his election to the chair of geology at Stockholm, published a long series of measurements and observations demonstrating that the 'ose-centres with their pertaining finer sediment have been deposited at the very mouth of the bottom rivers', as 'submarginal deltas'. He traced the material of each centre outwards, with rapid lateral diminution of grain and bulk, until presently it merged into that of the local bottom varve. Thus he proved that the horizontally dispersed beads along the course of an ose are but a different facies of the superimposed layers of the associated varve succession.
At last in 1904 De Geer received a new impetus. He happened to see an exceedingly good section of varves in a freshly dug ditch a kilometre east of the site of his 1884 exposures. On measuring and graphing its components he was struck by the remarkable similarity of the section as a whole with those recorded twenty years earlier. 'It was', he said, 'like a flash from a dark sky. Now it was evident that the varve curves could be identified from one station to another, at least if the distances were not too large. ' The 1884 and 1904 localities lay along an east and west line, a likely direction for a transient marginal position of the ice-sheet at some stage of its local retreat. In keeping with this the same varve occurred at the bottom in each measured succession. De Geer next took a series of varve readings along a south to north line, 5 km. to the west. As he anticipated he found that from south to north he lost step by step a whole succession of bottom varves, actually a dozen in a total distance of 4 km.
'Having hesitated, myself,' he says, 'during no less than twenty years I found it now necessary to make a real spurt, in order to show to myself as well as to others that with practical organisation the work really could be carried out and that rapidly too.' Without delay he dug pits at some forty points and prepared a plan for a line of measurements across the whole of the Stockholm peninsula. He communicated his project to the Swedish Academy of Sciences, and got permission from the directors of the State Railway to use their railroad sections. He enrolled twenty students of geology, ten from Stockholm, ten from Uppsala, each to cover a distance of 10 km., with pits to be dug at kilo metre intervals. After the requisite training the two teams were started one June morning in 1905, and were given five days for a race in which the students of the two universities were to 'compete in digging, as the students of Oxford and Cambridge compete in rowing'. At the end of the five days, the whole line, 200 km. long, was complete, except for a few gaps at specially difficult points, which were filled out afterwards. This was the 'first clay-campaign'. It resulted in exact determination of the ice-recession during some 800 years; and at the same time it provided twenty convinced and expert witnesses, many of whom proved their worth as apostles of geochronology in the years of investigation that were to follow.
To begin with no connexion could be attempted between the chronology that was being measured and the chronology of history-there was no chance of expressing the dates that were being investigated as so many years b.c. Accordingly a makeshift zero was selected, and years were reckoned -or + , as they preceded or followed the glacial uncovering of the site of the Observatory at Stockholm.
The spread of the inquiry into many parts of Fenno-Scandia added continu ously to the length of the total year-record, synthesized from overlapping partial records. It should be pointed out that de Geer helped his comparison of varve records by looking, in any but close up comparisons, not for recognizable single maxima or minima, but for groups of maxima and minima which he called constellations. Having spotted the probable constellation in a new record he looked for confirmation or otherwise in the occurrence or absence of expected neighbour constellations with the appropriate year spacing. The task is not simple, for the character of any particular varve record must be conditioned by local as well as regional circumstances. Thus De Geer could not accept as final a disagreement in relation to this or that particular constellation, if he found agreements in a sufficiency of others, so long as these agreements lay at the anticipated year intervals. There were many other difficulties, even on so funda mental a point as the question, which presents itself on occasion, as to whether a banded sequence is a single year-varve with interruptions or a succession of year-varves with unusually weakly marked individualization. These are only two of several types of major difficulty, which de Geer consciously encountered and to his own satisfaction surmounted. A less serious minor difficulty had also better be mentioned, since it obtrudes itself above De Geer's head and feet in the photograph that accompanies this note. Sometimes a sub-group of varves has been so disturbed soon after deposition that its components cannot be reliably measured or even counted. The remedy here is to find some not distant locality which supplies a record of this particular part of the succession intact. The further one follows de Geer on his course through difficulties, great and small, the more one marvels at his invincible courage, or, some would say, his incurable optimism.
In 1909 De Geer turned to a study of the deposits of drained Lake Ragunda. This lake had originated during regional elevation which converted the upper part of the Indal Fiord into river valley, varied by the extensive but shallow lake of Ragunda, that drained across exposed rock. In 1796 a.d. a local farmer thought that he could add to his cultivatable acres by digging an artificial exit for the lake. It so happened that his channel led across a bar of glacial sand and gravel (part of an ose), which was deeper than the waters of the lake. Introduced to this soft material the discharge of the lake cut down with gathering momentum, carrying disaster to the inhabitants of the lower reaches of the valley. The abiding result has been the draining of Lake Ragunda and the dissection of its deposits by little ravines, 20 m. or so in depth. Some of these deposits belonged to the fiord stage of the valley's history, but many of them to the subsequent lake episode. Even the latest, containing obviously post-glacial fossils, main tained something of a varve development, owing to proximity of persistent highland glaciers. De Geer examined this section in 1909, and explained next year to the International Congress that he thought he had established a geochronological record right up to 1796, 'though it must, of course, be considered as preliminary'. In 1911 he returned with three students. It was found that the Ragunda record of deposition had ceased to be continuous long before 1796. At the same time it appeared that the following two claims could be sub stantiated :
(1) The lower portion of the Ragunda sequence can be matched with other Swedish records, by the usual technique, and thus calibrated as an upward extension of the time scale that originated with the 1905 measurements made near Stockholm.
(2) In the lower part of the Ragunda sequence, and the same holds through out the Indal valley, there is a particular giant varve that stands apart in magni tude from its predecessors and successors. Thus at Storedan in West Ragunda it measures 980 mm. This varve De Geer attributes to catastrophic drainage of the glacially impounded portion of Lake Storsjon, when the Scandinavian icesheet, as a result of melting, separated into two. De Geer had always wanted to find some great natural event upon which to base the Zero-Year of his chrono logy. Henceforward he has selected the first definite bipartition of the Scandinavian ice-sheet, recorded in the giant varve of the Indal valley, as a 'very proper Zero-Year', or limit between Glacial and Post-Glacial time. According to this convention the site of Stockholm Observatory was cleared of ice in the year 1044 before Zero-Year. On much less direct evidence De Geer came eventually to date the start of years a.d. at approximately 6800 after Zero-Year.
So far De Geer's development of his chronology had been made step by step, on the pattern of the original team investigation undertaken in 1905. In 1915, however, he compared two long varve series measured in the valley of the River Dalalven, one near the mouth, the other 85 km. upstream. He then realized that the thickness variations (apart from actual scale) of long, con temporaneous varve sequences could be matched equally well at distances of this magnitude as at the usual small distances with which he had been accus tomed to deal in his previous attempts. For him and his pupils this ushered in a new period of adventure, summed up in the word tele-connexion. Eventually these Swedes strode from continent to continent with league-devouring boots that put to shame the equipment mythology accords to giants of olden days. The real start was made in 1920 when, accompanied by his wife Ebba Hult, De Geer and two of his most famous assistants E. Antevs and R. Liden he set out for North America under the auspices of the American Scandinavian Foundation. His hopes and subsequent elation are mirrored in the following < . claim: 'An undertaking with a special aim, requiring more or less extensive field-investigations, certainly may be called an expedition, even if carried out in countries in other respects long ago well explored and of high culture.' As a result varve records were taken along the Hudson River and in the district of the Great Lakes and Hudson Bay, and after three weeks of graph comparison in the laboratory De Geer completely satisfied himself that a series of varves at Essex Junction, Hudson River, could be synchronized with counterparts just south of Stockholm.
Other main achievements since 1920 concern time correlations between Sweden and the Himalayas, Argentina, New Zealand, British East Africa, Iceland, Newfoundland and the Alps. The co-ordination of the work was greatly facilitated by the founding in 1924, through public subscription, of the Geochronological Institute, of which De Geer became first Director on his retirement from the chair of geology at Stockholm University.
De Geer's inferences are so important from a geological, archaeological and meteorological standpoint that the relevant facts obviously need most careful and critical reconsideration. Here it is enough to say that some of De Geer's long distance varve correlations do look absolutely convincing on paper; further, that he has demonstrated close similarity between variation curves of mean annual air temperature from 1870 to 1930 a.d. for Stockholm and Berlin and also for Detroit and New York; but that his recognition of comparable climatic similarities for the two pairs of towns just mentioned, the one pair and the other, is much more difficult to justify.
It may be added that American naturalists led by A. E. Douglass have adapted De Geer's varve technique to the study of the annual rings of trees. The method, though the same, finds its easiest application in modern times leading right up to the present day, just where significant varve evidence is difficult to acquire. During the 1933 American meeting of the International Geological Congress it was delightful to find how confidently our guides in the Far West had read the date of timber in prehistoric Indian dwellings and of trees swamped and drowned in lakes dammed back by prehistoric lava flows. (Stockholm, 1940) . The dedication reads as follows: 'To my wife, Ebba Hult De Geer, since more than thirty years my indefatigable scientific partner during all expeditions, every kind of field-work and redaction unto the last proof-leaf.' The scope of the great work is partly indicated by the 637 publications gathered together in the bibliography, of which 91 came from De Geer's own pen. These latter, of course, are confined to geochronological subjects. An earlier Bihliographia Be Geeriana 1881-1918 can be consulte other subjects in the fortieth volume of Geologiska Foreningen i Stockholm Forhandlingen. English-speaking readers will find Geochronologica Suecica inspiring, entertaining, instructive and beautifully illustrated; but they will be well advised not to lose sight of the altogether admirable summaries already provided by the late W. B. Wright in the 1937 edition of his Quaternary Ice Age.
One picturesque side-topic receives specially full attention in Geochronologica Suecica, probably mainly because its interpretation came to the author at about the time when he was preparing his manuscript. We have already spoken of the annual moraines that are locally abundant near Stockholm. An extraordinary feature marks their distribution, and can be matched in a number of other districts. The moraines, one behind another, are restricted to certain relatively narrow belts, outside of which there are neither collected moraines nor distri buted boulders, but only ice-polished solid rock, directly overlain by varves. De Geer has made an extremely strong case, illustrated by maps and photographs, for supposing that these narrow belts were the loci of powerful earthquakes at a time when the ice cover had been reduced; and that this gave the ice-sheet special opportunity for plucking boulders, many of them of gigantic size, in succeeding years. De Geer first published this earthquake hypothesis in 1936; but in 1935, when he attended the British Association meeting at Norwich, his conversations were full of it. He spoke with the spontaneous enthusiasm of a true child of Science.
